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By T Brady

Toni G. Gregory, 2012. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New Book ***** Print
on Demand *****.With mankind facing yet another self-induced annihilation, a united group of
spiritual beings compile a plan to send two true mates from their circle to be born on Earth.
Knowing that the price of possessing a human shell means having to wear the veil of protection -
unawareness of any previous existence - they elect to wait until the earth-bound couple reaches an
age of maturity to arrange their timely meeting when their veils will be lowered and they will
spiritually recognize one another. Half a continent between them, Anna Adell, a housewife and
mother, and Jess Parks, a Hollywood TV actor, must be directed to find each other and complete
the intended mission to help rid the Earth of apathy and discontent and instill anew the timeless old
order called the Way. Through earthly encounters with their spiritual group members acting as
friends, spouses, a spirit guide, and a visiting alien who warns humanity about defiling its own nest,
they visit places that normal humans cannot go such as ethereal portals, cosmic flights and planes
in-between. Relying on his spiritual beliefs, Jess...
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ReviewsReviews

Certainly, this is the finest job by any publisher. I was able to comprehended almost everything out of this published e ebook. You wont truly feel monotony
at at any moment of the time (that's what catalogues are for concerning should you question me).
-- Gr a ciela  Em a r d-- Gr a ciela  Em a r d

I just started o  looking over this ebook. It is actually loaded with wisdom and knowledge Its been developed in an remarkably simple way in fact it is
simply after i finished reading through this book where basically modified me, modify the way i believe.
-- Josie K och IV-- Josie K och IV
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